12 November 2016

Autumn 2016 Newsletter
Welcome to the AUTUMN 2016 edition of Wildlife Matters.
The Daily Telegraph, Country Life and other publications have recently focussed on the crisis in the countryside.
We see it ourselves as we travel around and we are also conscious of how much we have to do to prevent intrusion
into our wildlife areas, which starts to destabilise the careful balance that is necessary to maintain continuity for
the species there. Examples include model aircraft, dogs which are not on leads, and the normal hurly burly of
civilisation such as vehicles which do not stick to designated areas etc.
One of the points raised in these articles is that farms could well become islands in what is a great sprawling
metropolitan country, covering a progressively bigger land area. The pressure for housing is creating a situation
where planning laws are being relaxed, and the profit incentive for developers drives the whole process forward
relentlessly. In the end the fate of land rests in the hands of the land owner. If land owners are conscious of
the need to provide a safe habitat for wildlife, and can cooperate with each other so that each farm is potentially
interlinked to its neighbours, then we could see real progress. The single biggest difficulty is to persuade farmers
to go beyond the purely financial considerations of farming and to step back and consider what the moral dividend
is likely to be.
We hope that the many fine people who work with us, i.e. the different volunteer groups, whether they be helping
to plant the Butterfly Bank, install Zeidler beehives, monitor bird activity or put up owl boxes, appreciate that we
know how much good they do. I am sure that they do in fact receive, in return for their efforts, a feeling of satisfaction which is essentially the moral dividend that we refer to.
Thank you for your interest and we hope that you will continue to help us to ask people to step back, and do more
for the countryside and the many life forms who rely on it and ultimately on us, entirely for their survival.
-Tamara Webster

The Farmyard From Above - Photo by Charlie Webster
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Wildlife Review Autumn 2016

By Nick Adams

T

his is a very busy time on the farm for the wildlife
at Pertwood. Some of the flora and fauna are still
breeding and will do so for a while yet, while others
have finished and are already preparing for next year.
In the case of some of the bird species, this means
migration.

Tim and Richard have been continuing with their
bird-ringing activities in Peewit’s Gorse during
the month. Some of the many highlights include
recovering a male blackcap that was first caught in 2015
as a juvenile, that had not yet started its migration, and
now it has returned to Lower Pertwood to nest. They
also recovered a wren that was in the same area again
One of the first birds on the move are the swifts. We as a juvenile in 2014, so on its second breeding season
had several hundred moving through Lower Pertwood – great stuff!
in mid-July. This coincided with a spell of rain which
meant they were passing only a few metres above the
ground- a truly amazing sight.
The farmland birds are still busily breeding during
the month, which is not an issue for them here as
being organic, our harvest starts about a month after non-organic farms. Corn bunting are fledging their
second broods and skylark could even be on their third
broods by now. The yellowhammer will be starting
their third broods about now, fledging in August and
perhaps even as late as September.
Its also a great time for insects, as can be seen on this
hogweed flower.
Here is a picture of a juvenile wren that came to see
what I was up to this year at Five Beeches. You can still
see some of the yellow gape at the base of the beak- this
is present on most unfledged juveniles to stimulate the
adults to feed the chicks, so this one must have been
fresh out the nest to still be showing this.

A

ugust saw the start of the harvest at Lower Pertwood
this year. The changeable weather meant it was a
bit on and off, however the skills of everyone involved
meant it was going well.
Migration continued apace with redstart popping up
regularly on the farm. They nest more to the west and
north of us, with just the odd pair still breeding in
Wiltshire, so it is always nice to see them. They get
their name from their red tails, which you can just

I will be working my way through all these fellows to
see exactly who’s who over the winter!
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about make out in these pictures.

Quick on the heals of this young lady came the 99th
bird species recorded on the farm since I’ve been
involved at Lower Pertwood. If you are a regular reader
of this newsletter you will already know this was a pied
flycatcher!

A Male Redstart

No.99: The Pied Flycatcher

This was in the apple trees by the main farmyard. I
saw it as I was returning to the office, so it just goes to
show you should keep your wits about you at all times
on a walk!
August can also be a great time for some butterflies,
especially comma who seemed to have a great August
on the farm.
A Immature Female Redstart

Another bird passing through on its migration was a juvenile female marsh harrier. Places like Lower Pertwood
can be important staging areas (effectively “service
stations”) for birds like this. As you can see, if you look
carefully at her feet, she is taking a packed lunch with
her. She has all dark brown plumage, over than her
pale head.

A Comma settling on an Ivy Flower

Recent publications have shown how much common
butterflies are struggling in the UK at present, so we
are looking into what more we can do to help. As you
all know we are always looking for those little tweaks in
what we do that can make a difference for the wildlife.
For instance, comma lay their eggs on nettles and they
are often seen feeding on brambles (but on the flowers
and the fruit), so we have left a stretch of nettles over
100 metres long along the edge of Marriage’s Gorse on

A Juvenile Female Marsh Harrier
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the south-facing side. The crinkled edges of the comma’s
wings are to replicated dead leaves on the ground, in
which the adults hibernate – amazing!

S

eptember brought damper weather, often with
low cloud. It also brought many meadow pipit,
linnet, swallow and house martin on their migrations. The
following picture shows the morning of 7th September
in Warren field. This is at the northern end of the farm
and is also one of the lowest points. To the south, as you
rose up the farm, you soon disappeared into low cloud.
These birds were arriving from the north and taking a
break or feeding, then slowly heading up the valley at
Westcombe to the south. This is a small fraction of the
birds present. At any point there must have easily been
a thousand birds in this area, with other continually
joining and leaving the area – what a sight!

A Meadow Pipit taking a rest in Bake Two

Linnet seemed to be present in large numbers earlier
than in recent years, with flocks of 500 present from
mid-month. On one day late in the month I was passing
Pig Down when something caught my eye in the linnet
flock- a flash of white. It was a partial albino linnet,
hopefully he will stay with use through the winter. I
shall be keeping a look out for him as the days pass.

Taking a Break

The meadow pipit were also passing at a rate of two or
three hundred an hour. They like the ranker areas of
grass to feed on, so they like Lower Pertwood where we
have loads of this. Later in the month I was walking
through Penhill and Big Down, and there were
hundreds and hundreds of meadow pipits on this particular day feed up. They were rising each side of me
in an almost continuous wave- a very memorable sight.

A Partial Albino Linnet amoung the flock
(take a look to the right of the photo)
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Species Spotlight: RED ADMIRAL
I am sure some of you will have spotted the amazing
red admiral numbers this Autumn! They seemed to
be everywhere, and in particular making the most of
the flowering ivy.
But why were there so many so late in the year?
It seems most likely these butterflies were migrating
south to warmer climes, to sit out the winter in a
dormant state. Red Admiral are not thought of as
a resident species in the UK, similarly to Painted
Ladies, rather they are a species of Northern Africa
(and Continental Europe) that migrates north in the
Spring. The females lay eggs mostly on nettles here
and those then hatch out, and are the ones seen here
in the Summer. It is hard to remember now, but the
Spring was a little slow to get going and the Red Admirals did not arrive that early, which means they started
laying eggs a little later, leading to a late flourish of
second generation adults on the wing. This generation
in turn have decided the best plan is to migrate south
for a better chance of survival – amazing stuff!
We had our fair share of these beautiful insects on
Lower Pertwood, often seen heading resolutely south
across the downs, but also taking advantage of the
flowering ivy to stock up on nectar. The picture of
shows six Red Admirals on the same piece of ivy!

The Butterfly Bank
If you were lucky enough to read our Summer
Newsletter you would have seen we are getting pretty excited about the butterfly bank that we have been
building.
We got the idea for this from the RSPB’s excellent
reserve in Wiltshire called Winterbourne Downs. They
were looking for ways to create butterfly habitat and
in conjunction with Butterfly Conservation, designed
a chalk structure that is curved like an elongated ‘S’.
It runs east to west so as the sun goes across the sky,
different parts of it pick up the heat at different times,
giving insects and plants growing the chance to have
a variety of habitats. If it is too hot, there is the north
In the Early Stages
side that only gets direct sunlight first and last thing in downland plants to help particular butterfly species by
the day at the height of summer.
supplying them with their all-important foodplants.
Patrick Cashman, the site manager, has spent the The results have been amazing so far for the small
last few years carefully collecting the right seeds from blue butterfly that uses kidney vetch as its foodplant with
hundreds being seen on the banks – fantastic!
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spread on the bank.
This has been a fascinating project and a great partnership. We were lucky to have the chalk and a JCB, not
to mention the skills of Wilf and Ben Mole who are
trained JCB operators, and did all the work in their
own time. However, without other sites do great things
for wildlife we doubt we would have come up with the
idea. All eyes will be on the bank next year to see if the
plants grow and what butterflies take advantage of it!

Following the work on Lower Pertwood by Wessex
Water to create a reservoir, we had a large pile of chalk
to dispose of; I think you are probably ahead of us now!
Having seen Patrick’s work, we invited him over and he
was very enthusiastic about our suggestion of creating
another butterfly bank in Wiltshire. He helped us with
the initial plan of action, and periodically popped in
to check on proceedings- and now it is finished. Many
thanks Patrick!
The RSPB have helped us further by supplying us with
seed for kidney vetch for small blue, but also with some
seed for rock rose (brown argus butterfly) and horseshoe vetch
(Adonis and Chalk Hill blue butterflies) which has now been

The butterfly bank progress was also documented in the
Holt Headliner! Please click on the image to read the
full story

The Most Recent Photos of the Butterfly Bank - Now Completed
Drone Photo Credit: Charlie Webster
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Youth Camp at Pertwood with
After their first night at Pertwood, Linda, 16, wrote:
“Leaving the city behind, I am feeling nostalgic, as this isn’t the
first time I’ve been here. It’s been more than a year and, since
the last time, I haven’t been connected to nature and away
from the mainstream of my day-to-day life. I feel relaxed and
at one with myself, something I think I needed to feel for a while
with all the chaos of things happening in my life right now. The
smoke and the stinging moist tears that want to jump from the
rim of my eyes almost is like my inner self wanting to cry at the
momentary peace and tranquillity it’s feeling at this moment.
The fire, with all the dancing flames and vibrant oranges and
yellows, brings warmth to me physically, but also in another sense. A sense of a part of my inner self that I missed in
between the whirlwind of a rollercoaster that is my life.”

“Leaving the city behind, I am feeling undecided. I
miss the warmth of my bed, the spider-less rooms and
built-in heating. However, the lush green grass, natural
organic tasty food and good times all do make up for
the homesickness. The dawn chorus, the hooting of
owls and even the scuttling of other animals make up
Pertwood. I feel like nature has given me life, therefore I
must thank it by living side-by-side with its creatures.”
–Assia, 12

The group crossed paths with Tim Ridges-Steer,
who gave a great insight to the bird conservation
efforts on the farm

“Looking back at my
Pertwood experience,
my favourite thing
was eating Sadhbh’s
food and all the
walks during the
weekend. I showed
bravery by learning
how to do many
things that I was
scared of, like not
running away from a
spider.” –Eva, 11
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A Captured Moment

I had just shut the gate at Falconer’s, having let in a
group of people who I was showing the farm to (more
on this in the next Newsletter). I was just heading along
the track to catch them up, when out of the corner of
my eye I saw a kestrel hovering. If you know the farm
at all, you will know this is by no means an unusual
sight... but this was different.
This bird was only just the other side of the fence and at
about two metres height, in total I couldn’t have been
more than ten metres away.
I turned out the engine and coasted alongside, undid
the passenger window and managed to get a couple of
pictures, I watched the bird for a while, wings twitching and tail twisting to keep it in the exact spot, the
head and body stock still. For a moment it was just the
kestrel and me…..ooops the group! I headed off without flushing her and met the group, I forgot about the
pictures until I got home.
In the photos you can see the tiny whiskers around
the face. The body absolutely still, but this the wings
blurred to keep her hovering, and the tail twisting.
A magical Lower Pertwood moment!
By Nick Adams

Trail Cam. Update
As we mentioned in the last newsletter, we have been
using trail cameras around the farm to capture images
of wildlife acting “more naturally”, as well as trying to
capture images of some of the shyer species we either
know or hope are living on the farm.
A couple of the shyer species targeted with mixed success
have been hedgehog and yellow-necked mouse. We have not
seen any hedgehogs recently and long-time readers of this
newsletter will remember we do get yellow-necked mice in
our nestboxes. As yet, no luck on the hedgehogs, and with
the weather getting cooler that search will start again next
year, but we did have success with the yellow-necked mice.
Unfortunately the only pictures we caught were at night
and not very clear, but proof nonetheless. The relatively
large size and long body helped us to identify this as the
target species – result!

a dapper male pheasant

This is proving a very useful mammal-watching tool with
ten species already recorded. A few birds sneak in as well,
I hope to get some better pictures of birds as the winter
progresses and the mammals become less active. Fingers
crossed!
a grey squirrel helping with our tree planting policy
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Farm Animals at
Pertwood
If you have been coming to the farm for a while you
should have noticed an increase in the number of sheep
and cattle on the farm. We have taken the grassland
management back in-house and are busily building up
a sheep flock to help us manage the 1,000-odd acres
of grassland we have. Sheep do a great job of grazing
downland short. This is an important management
tool as we try to reduce the amount of aggressive grass
species present, to allow the downland specialist grasses
and flowers to increase. The cattle have been doing a
great job on Hill Down as well.
It is important to use breeds of farm animal that can
cope with the relatively nutrient-poor grassland of the
Wiltshire downs, therefore Nic and Gerwyn have been
making sure the animals we get are from breeds known
to be able to stay in good condition here.
Here’s hoping we see a lot more of this in the future at Lower Pertwood to help us with our grassland
management. It is a tricky job cutting grass on the
Wiltshire downs if left to machinery.
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The National Trust visit Pertwood
As part of our plans to share what we are doing with
like-minded individuals and groups, we recently hosted
a team visit from the National Trust. The group was
made of staff from various teams including those overseeing the management of their arable land.

The idea of the day was to show the
team around the farm, we had a
mix of people present to be able to
answer any questions, which also meant we could show
we were all singing from the same hymn sheet across
the farm.
We looked at some of our bespoke projects like the
tree hive and the butterfly bank, but also some of the
Stewardship options we have committed to deliver, for
which the Government (with 50% EU funding) have
agreed to compensate us for loss of production such as
wildbird covers, fallow plot for birds like lapwing to
nest on and grass margins along the edge of our fields.
We also looked at areas where we have decided to
take land out of production because it is too costly to
continue and do something better (and cheaper) for
wildlife, like perhaps planting a crop we won’t harvest
and let the wildlife benefit fron it for the whole year.
Going by the level of excited chatter and thoughtful
questions, it seemed that the greatly enjoyed the
thought-provoking visit.

a robin enjoying the morning sun.

Nick Adams

Louise Norton

Wildlife Specialist
Email: nick.adams@talk21.com

Lower Pertwood Farm Office
Email: louise.norton@pertwood.co.uk
Tel: 01747 820499
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